Hi, Beal Students and Families!
The schedule below will help you with your daily work. Have fun learning!

Remote Learning Lessons for Grade: Science Grade 5 Week 11
Week of: 6/15

Tasks:

Video
Questions

Activity

Monday
https://mysteryscience.com/chemistry/mystery-4/chemicalreactions/110?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
What do fireworks, rubber, and Silly Putty have in common? This
Mystery develops the idea that chemical reactions create new
materials that have useful and interesting properties. The Great Goo
Experiment is a two-part activity. In Part 1, students experiment by
combining different substances and watching for reactions. In Part 2,
students mix glue and borax solution in clear plastic bags to observe
the reaction, which creates "Mystery Goo."
1. This week we will learn how chemical reactions create new
materials that have useful and interesting properties. Your child
will conduct an investigation to determine if the mixing of various
substances resulted in a new substance. In this case, your child
will discover how to make a type of “goo” similar to other goos,
like silly putty and Play-doh.
2. You can support your child’s curiosity at home by watching some
videos of amazing chemical reactions together. Here is a
wonderful series of demonstrations done for the public by a
scientist at the Royal Institution:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti_E2ZKZpC4
3. Watch mystery answering questions as you go.
4. Experiment: Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you
have the equipment. If you need to improvise please do. You
need: clean-up supplies, mixing bowl, table covering (trash bags),
1 cup, baking soda, dixie cups, glad press ‘n seal, measuring cup,
measuring spoons, milk, glue, paper plates, plastic straws,

toothpicks, white vinegar, Ziploc bags (sandwich size), borax,
handouts, end-of-year assessment.
5. You will need access to water for this activity.
6. Plan Your Time: To make the baking-soda solution, use your 1cup container to mix 1 cup water and 1 teaspoon baking soda.
7. To make the glue mixture, mix equal amounts of glue and water
in a mixing bowl. This glue mixture will be enough for both parts
of the activity.
8. To make the borax solution (for up to 32 students), in the other
mixing bowl, mix 8 teaspoons borax powder with 4 cups warm
water. It is okay if all of the borax powder doesn't dissolve.
This borax mixture will be enough for both parts of the activity.
9. If you are splitting the lesson between two days, just keep the
mixtures covered so they don’t dry out.
10.
Prepare the Straws: Students use straws as pipettes for
transferring liquid from a Dixie cup. Regular length straws cause
Dixie cups to tip over and spill.
11.
Follow the mystery with the instructions of the activity.
12.
Complete the end-of-mystery assessment.
Tasks:

Video
Questions

Activity

Tuesday
https://mysteryscience.com/chemistry/mystery-5/gases-particlemodels/169?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
Why do some things explode? In this Mystery, students investigate
and model how gases cause explosions. In the activity, Bag of Bubbles,
students experiment by combining baking soda and vinegar inside a
sealed bag and observe how the gas bubbles produced cause the bag to
inflate–and sometimes pop!
1. Today, students investigated the question “Why do things
explode?” Students will create their own (small) explosions by
combining vinegar and baking soda in a plastic bag. Then, they
will develop models to explain how gas bubbles caused the bag to
inflate and pop.
2. You can encourage your child’s curiosity at home! Watch this
video of dry ice soap bubbles together:
http://safeyoutube.net/w/gGzc (You can even try making dry ice
bubbles yourself using dry ice from the grocery store!)
3. Watch mystery and answer questions as you go.
4. Experiment: Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you
have the equipment. If you need to improvise please do. You
need: clean-up supplies (paper towels), scissors, baking soda,

dixie cups, measuring cup, plastic plates, plastic spoons, solo
cups, white vinegar, Ziploc bags, (snack size), safety glasses
5. We strongly recommend that students wear eye protection for
this activity.
6. Prepare the Vinegar and Baking Soda: Divide your plastic cups
(or plastic containers) in half. For each of the cups in one of the
piles, pour about ½ cup of vinegar. For the other cups, pour
about ½ cup of baking soda into each.
7. For the first activity, students will need the following supplies,
plus a recommended pair of safety goggles.
8. Follow the mystery with the instructions of the activity.
9. Complete end-of-mystery assessment
10.
Complete end-of-unit assessment
Tasks:

Video
Questions

Activity

Wednesday Must Do
https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-6/electricalenergy/37?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
What if there were no electricity? I n this Mystery, students are
introduced to electricity as a form of energy. In the activity, Build a
Flashlight, students investigate how electrical energy requires a circuit
and make their own mini flashlights from LEDs, button batteries, and
strips of aluminum foil. Along the way, they’ll learn about the anatomy
of a battery, begin to see how circuits work, and discover how handy
an on-off switch can be.
1. Today we will examine how important electricity is to our lives.
It’s used to power everything from toasters, elevators, and stop
lights! We investigated how electrical energy can be stored in
batteries, how it flows through conductive materials, and we will
create our own LED flashlights!
2. You can provide your child with even more examples of ways
that electricity is used in your home:
3. - Take apart a few battery-powered items, such as TV remote
controls, digital cameras, or wristwatches to look at the
different kinds of batteries found inside.
4. - Ask children to search for devices plugged into electrical
outlets around the house. How many things are plugged in?
5. This is also a good time to discuss electrical safety, such as
never sticking anything besides a plug into an outlet and never
using electrical devices near or in water.
6. Watch mystery and answer questions as you go.
7. Experiment: Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you
have the equipment. If you need to improvise please do. You

need: scissors, aluminum foil, labels, index cards, batteries,
LEDs, handout, end-of-mystery assessment.
8. Follow the mystery with the instructions of the activity.
9. Complete end-of-mystery assessment.
I have posted a list of websites on the bealelementary.org page. Please choose activities
that your child would like to explore. Please pick an activity from the list to do with
your scientist each day that you don’t do an assignment. Have fun and stay curious.

